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Microparticles (MPs) are extracellular vesicles with a size ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 μm. They carry cargo (mRNA, DNA, lipid

and specific proteins) from originating cells and transfer to recipient cells, allowing cell-to-cell communication.
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1. Introduction

MP release is triggered by inducer that can cause cell apoptosis or activation  and are generated by any type of body

cells such as platelets, endothelial cells, leukocytes, smooth muscle cells, and erythrocytes . In the past, MPs were

considered as “cell debris/dust” but now, it is clear that MPs are not just cell debris; however, the detailed process of their

generation is yet to be elucidated . Nowadays, it is known that the release of MPs from cells involves the reconstitution of

a phospholipid bilayer with the outside of the membrane exposed with phosphatidylserine and change in the cellular

organization with the disruption of cytoskeleton architecture . Recently, the role of MPs in the pathogenesis of central

nervous system disorder , diabetes mellitus , cancer , inflammation , systemic lupus erythematosus , endothelial

dysfunctions  has been explored by clinical/experimental research. In the human systemic circulation, elevated levels of

endothelial MPs (EC-MP) are linked with the progression of various cardiovascular diseases, primarily initiated by

endothelial dysfunction . An in vitro study revealed that EC-MP treatment affects the various angiogenesis parameters

by reducing endothelial cell (EC) proliferation, decreasing capillary formation and increasing apoptosis . Hidenobu Koga

et al. observed a higher level of the cluster of differentiation (CD)-144 or vascular endothelial (VE)-cadherin positive EC-

MP in the systemic circulation of patients with diabetic mellitus and coronary artery disease, including atherosclerosis.

This suggests VE-cadherin positive EC-MP in serum can be a hallmark for analyzing atherosclerosis. Thus, various

cardiovascular complications can be efficiently prevented by the therapeutics approach in atherosclerosis patients

focusing on assessments of blood CD144-EMP levels .

Microparticles are produced by macrophage cells in response to various stimuli such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS), poly

(I:C), actinomycin D . LPS is a toll-like receptor (TLR)-4 ligand, and poly (I:C) is a TLR3 ligand that can stimulate

macrophage microparticles (MØ-MP) via TLR. MØ-MP release induced by LPS or poly(I:C) is correlated with nitric oxide

(NO) production, and treatment with the inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) inhibitor 1400W decreased particle release

and NO production. Furthermore, the treatment of RAW 264.7 cells with NO donors induced MPs production . MPs from

activated macrophages could carry tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) and contribute to the propagation of inflammatory

signals leading to myocardial infarction. Milbank E et al. hypothesized that MPs from human carotid atherosclerotic

plaques might contain active TNF-α, which could contribute to MPs-induced inflammatory signals in human atherosclerotic

lesions .

Pro-atherogenic inducer such as TNF-α, thrombin, and lysophosphatidylcholine can generate MPs by vascular smooth

muscle cells (VSMC) . VSMC-microparticles (VSMC-MP) possesses protein such as caveolin-1  and alpha-smooth

muscle actin (α-SMA)  obtained from originating VSMC, making it delectable in an experimental setting by labeling

VSMC-MP with either caveolin-1 or α-SMA. EC, VSMC and macrophage are three important cell types involved in the

pathogenesis of atherosclerosis either in initiation steps or later progression of vascular inflammation . G. Chiva-Blanch

et al. found that aspirin therapy inhibits vascular wall cell activation and microparticle shedding by VSMC, suggesting a

therapeutic target to lower microparticles released from cells can prevent the progression of the disease such as diabetes

mellitus and atherosclerosis . Additionally, MPs generated from apoptotic VSMC (commonly observed in atherosclerotic

plaques) can, in turn, induce endothelial dysfunction as shown by its decreased NO production and vasodilatory

capacity . Previously, we have shown that VSMC-MP promotes the proliferation of VSMC through the upregulation of

the mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway (MAPK) and proliferative cell nuclear antigen to facilitate vascular

inflammation . Similarly, in a recent review paper, we have highlighted the role of circulating EC-MP in the progression

of atherosclerosis through oxidative stress, and upregulation of iNOS, cyclooxygenase (COX-2) and nuclear factor
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kappaB (NF-κB) pathway . As cell-to-cell communication mediated by cargos of microparticles has been recently

explored, there exists a potential research platform to investigate potent drug candidates that can target various pathways

to alleviate the disease progression.

2. Isolation, Characterization and Quantification of Microparticles

As microparticles are released by the process of cell activation or apoptosis, researchers use various stimulants in high

concentrations for high-yield production of microparticles. Gauley et al. treated LPS at a dose ranging from 0.05 to 50

µg/mL in the RAW264.7 cell line and found the highest yield of microparticles and a corresponding increase in nitrite (a

marker of inflammation) at 50 µg/mL LPS . In our study, we also use high doses of LPS for EC and RAW264.7 for the

high yield of microparticles. Briefly, confluent EC and RAW264.7 were stimulated with 10 µg/mL and 50 µg/mL LPS

respectively for 24 h. Confluent VSMC were stimulated with 20 ng/mL of TNF-α for 16 h . The cell supernatant from

these stimulated cells (Five 100mm cell culture plates for each cell) was collected and subjected to multiple centrifugation

steps to obtain an MP pellet of respective cells and the process was repeated to obtain enough MPs for all experiments.

Each cell MP was pooled into a single Eppendorf tube mixed in PBS and stored at -70°C until further use.Characterization

of microparticles was carried out by immunofluorescence. EC-MP was stained with ICAM primary antibody followed by

Alexa fluor-488 secondary antibody , VSMC-MP were stained with α-SMA, followed by Alexa fluor-488 secondary

antibody , and MØ-MP were stained with annexin V-FITC as a general marker of microparticles . Fluorescence

images were taken at different magnifications using confocal or microscope.Quantification of microparticles was

performed by measuring protein concentration. For each cell microparticle, 10 µL of MP was mixed with 200 µL of 20%

Bio-Rad protein assay reagent, and absorbance of resultant blue color was read at 570nm. The protein concentration of

microparticles in terms of mg/mL was calculated with reference to the standard curve equation obtained from a serial

dilution of bovine serum albumin.

In our study, microparticles were successfully isolated from VSMC and macrophage and EC, in vitro. Figure 1A represents

the confocal microscopic image of in vitro isolated EC-MP stained with ICAM-Alexa 488. Similarly, Figure 1B

(copyright@American Scientific Publishers) represents the confocal image of VSMC-MP stained with α-SMA-Alexa

488 . Likewise, Figure 1C represents the confocal image of Annexin-V-FITC labeled MØ-MP generated in vitro from

macrophages (RAW264.7 cells).

Figure 1. Characterization of microparticles isolated from various cell lines. (A) Endothelial microparticles (EC-MP)

(shown by arrowhead) obtained from in vitro lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-treated endothelial cell (EC) were stained with

ICAM followed by Alexa-488 and photographs were taken with a confocal microscope at a magnification of 630 X Zoom 4.

(B) Vascular smooth muscle cell (VSMC)-MP (shown by arrowhead) obtained from tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α)-

stimulated VSMC were stained with α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA), and photographs were taken with a confocal
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microscope at a magnification of 630 X Zoom. (C) Macrophage microparticles (MØ-MP) obtained from LPS treated

macrophage (RAW264.7) were stained with Annexin V-FITC, and photographs were taken with a confocal microscope at

a magnification of 630 X Zoom 4.
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